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アウトライン

• 降着型パルサーの基本的な描像 

• 放射の物理過程 

• 放射モデルの検証：Vela X-1 

• ちょっと一息：SMC X-1 

• 将来の展望：X線偏光観測

Odaka et al. 2013, 2014

Kubota, Odaka et al. 2018



中性子星

• 地上では到底実現できない強い磁場が巨視的なスケールで存在  
B: 108‒1015 G 

• 深い重力ポテンシャル 
• 非常に強い放射 
• 高密度物質、核物質の状態方程式

極限環境のユニークな物理実験室であり、究極的な物理条件
のもとで、物質がいかに振る舞うかを見ることができる。



降着駆動パルサー
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降着流の構造
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• プラズマは磁力線に沿って落下 
• 速度は光速の50%に達する 
• 中性子星表面に降着するため、
なんらかの機構で減速し、ショッ
クを形成する。

e.g. Becker & Wolff 2007

ショックの後、プラズマは高温になり、X線を放射する。 

だが、物理的理解の基礎になるX線放射機構自体がよくわかっ
ていなかった。



降着駆動パルサーの特徴

• 強い表面磁場: 1012‒1013 G 
• X線天文学黎明期から詳しく研究されてきた。←とても明るい 
• 連星系の性質や降着流の大まかな構造はよくわかっている。 
• X線スペクトルのサイクロトロン共鳴散乱による吸収構造  
→磁場の直接測定 

• 最近、ULXからパルスが検出され、あらためて重要性が認識

系の構造が大まかにわかっているので、強磁場における物質
や放射の振る舞いを研究するのに最適である。

Bachetti et al. 2014



Corbet Diagram

表 1: HMXBパルサー一覧。Bildsten et al. 1997と INTEGRALカタログより。fluxの単位は mCrab。青字で
示したのは Suzakuによる観測がすでに行われた天体。

天体名 スピン周期 [sec] 軌道周期 [day] flux(20–40 keV) flux(40–100 keV) 降着様式
SMC X-1 0.717 3.89 38.4 ± 0.4 8.3 ± 0.7 disk-fed
Cen X-3 4.82 2.09 64.3 ± 0.1 7.2 ± 0.2 disk-fed

RX J0648.1-4419 13.2 1.54 <0.1 <0.1
LMC X-4 13.5 1.41 48.0 ± 0.3 15.6 ± 0.6 disk-fed

OAO 1657-415 37.7 10.4 76.7 ± 0.1 40.4 ± 0.2 intermediate?
Vela X-1 283 8.96 221.0 ± 0.1 51.1 ± 0.2 wind-fed

1E 1145.1-6141 297 unknown 26.7 ± 0.2 15.7 ± 0.3 wind-fed
4U 1907+09 438 8.38 18.6 ± 0.1 1.9 ± 0.2 wind-fed
4U 1538-52 530 3.73 22.3 ± 0.1 3.4 ± 0.2 wind-fed
GX 301-2 681 41.5 134.0 ± 0.2 17.9 ± 0.3 wind-fed
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図 1: （左）スピン周期と軌道周期の 2次元プロット（Corbet diagram）。（右）INTEGRAL衛星により得られ
た OAO 1657–415の硬 X線画像。硬 X線で非常に明るいことがわかる。

OAO 1657−415はその明らかな特異性に加え、X線天文学の黎明期より詳しく研究されてきた Cen
X-3やVela X-1に匹敵する明るさであるという観測の優位性にも関わらず、これまであまり多くの観測
が行われてこなかった。その主な理由は、Copernicus 衛星による発見（Polidan et al. Nature, 275, 296,
1978）から長い間、中性子星と対になる伴星が同定できず、HMXBに分類できなかったため、その特異
性も浮き上がらなかったからである。2000年代になり、Chandra衛星の短時間観測と近赤外線の追観測
により位置が正確に求まり、B型超巨星の伴星が同定された（Chakrabarty et al, ApJ, 573, 789, 2002）。
さらにごく最近の赤外分光観測は伴星がB型ではなくO型超巨星からウォルフ-ライエ星へ進化する途
中であるOpfe/WNL型であることを指摘した（Mason et al., A&A, 505, 281, 2009）。伴星がOpfe/WNL
型であるとすると、星風による質量放出率は通常のOB型星より一桁大きく、速度は遅いため、星風密
度が非常に濃くなり、降着率が通常の wind-fed HMXBより大きくなる。その場合、短いスピン周期な
どのOAO 1657−415の特異性を伴星のタイプから説明可能で、新しいタイプのHMXBであることも示
唆される。

3 広帯域X線スペクトルの短時間変動解析
降着駆動パルサーからのX線放射は激しい時間変動を示し、そのスペクトルは光子指数∼ 1の power

lawが高エネルギー側（20–30 keV）で quasi-exponential cutoffを持つ現象論的モデルでよく表現でき
る。その放射機構は、強磁場・強放射場という複雑な物理環境のため、依然としてよくわかっていない
が、中性子星表面の磁極付近における逆コンプトン散乱が関係していると考えられている。最近、提案

The Astrophysical Journal, 786:127 (16pp), 2014 May 10 Enoto et al.
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Figure 13. Known SyXBs (red stars) on the Corbet diagram. Sources with either an orbital or rotation period detected are indicated as (red) arrows. HMXBs hosting a
Be star (green filled circles), OB supergiant (blue filled triangles), and LMXBs (orange open squares; only X-ray pulsars) are also shown from the catalogs (Liu et al.
2006, 2007; Bodaghee et al. 2007). Arrows on the bottom axis represent atoll and Z-type LMXB systems for which only orbital periods were measured (Liu et al.
2007).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

type of the mass-donor. As shown in Section 2.3 and previ-
ously suggested by Masetti et al. (2007b), spectral modeling im-
plies that Comptonization is the dominant process forming the
X-ray continuum, similar to the accretion column of the canon-
ical X-ray pulsars in HMXBs.15 Thus, in Figure 14, we now
compare the X-ray spectrum of 4U 1954+319 with different
X-ray spectral shapes of other related X-ray pulsars.

Figure 14(a) shows a comparison of the X-ray spectrum of
4U 1954+319 with all archival Suzaku SyXB observations: GX
1+4, 4U 1700+24 (Nagae et al. 2008), and IGR J16194−2810
(Kitamura et al. 2014). The rotational, orbital, and optical
information of these X-ray sources is listed in Table 3 with
the Suzaku observation records and references. To extract these
spectra, we use the same procedure as for 4U 1954+319
(Section 2.2). The νFν spectra were obtained by fitting the data
with a cutoffpl model with interstellar absorption (phabs)
and, if needed, an iron line. GX 1+4 exhibits harder spectra
peaking at ∼20–40 keV than 4U 1954+319. The spectral shape
of IGR J16194−2810, for which orbital and pulse periods have
not yet been detected, is similar to that of 4U 1954+319 in
quiescence, and thus, their accretion environment is expected to
be similar.

In many accreting NSs with B-fields in the 1012 G regime, cy-
clotron lines at energies Ecyc = 11.6(Bcyc/1012G)(1 + z)−1 keV
have been seen, where z ∼ 0.2 is the gravitational red shift
of the NS (Caballero & Wilms 2012; Schönherr et al. 2007).
In Figure 14(b), we compare 4U 1954+319 with well-studied
CRSF sources. The 1.24 s X-ray pulsar Her X-1 is a prototyp-
ical CRSF source with Ecyc ∼ 36 keV (B ∼ 3.1 × 1012 G)
with an unusual optical companion (A9–B companion with a
mass of Mc ∼ 2.3 M⊙). The HMXBs 1A 1118−616 and A
0535+262 exhibit the strongest B-fields among known CRSF

15 Note that previous observations also included a soft excess which could be
described with plasma emission with kT ∼ 50 eV (Masetti et al. 2007b),
which is not seen here since the Suzaku low energy data below ∼1 keV have
uncertainties due to the contamination on the optical blocking filter.

sources, reaching B ∼ 4.7×1012 G and ∼4.1×1012 G, respec-
tively. IGR J16393−4643 was originally classified as a SyXB
but was finally identified as a HMXB (Bodaghee et al. 2012;
Pearlman et al. 2011). As shown in Figure 14(b), the spec-
tral shape of 4U 1954+319 is similar to 1A 1118−616 and A
0535+262 rather than Her X-1. Although a widely accepted
physical model has not yet been established to explain the
X-ray continuum, it has been suggested that due to cyclotron
cooling the high energy cutoff appears around the CRSF energy.
This means that the X-ray continuum is expected to extend to
higher energies as the B-field becomes stronger (Makishima
et al. 1999).

The non-detection of a CRSF in 4U 1954+319 with the XIS
and HXD means that either the B-field is not in the range
B = 9.0 × 1010–6.0 × 1012 G, or that the cyclotron line is
too faint to be detected in the data. The latter is not too unlikely,
with a number of sources with similar behavior being observed.
A possible explanation for this is that CRSFs can be smeared out
and/or filled by photon spawning, i.e., the emission of photons
close to the resonance energy during their de-excitation from
higher Landau levels (Schönherr et al. 2007; Fürst et al. 2011a).
If, on the other hand, B ! 1013 G, according to Makishima et al.
(1999) we would expect a harder X-ray continuum than that of
HMXBs with a cyclotron line.

In Figure 14(c), we compare the spectrum of 4U 1954+319
with those of some HMXBs, which have not shown a clear
CRSF: HMXB 4U 1909+07, 4U 2206+54, and 4U 0114+65.
The phase-averaged spectral shapes of these sources are quite
similar to that of 4U 1954+319. From a spectral view point, they
can be regarded as triplets. 4U 1909+07 is a HMXB with an OB
companion hosting a 604 s X-ray pulsar in a 4.4 day orbit. Its
pulse period is reported to show a random walk-like behavior
(Fürst et al. 2011a), which also resembles the period history of
4U 1954+319 and possibly suggests wind type accretion rather
than the stable accretion disk. The other two X-ray pulsars, 4U
2206+54 and 4U 0114+65, exhibit very long rotational periods
of ∼5500 s and ∼9700 s, respectively (Finley et al. 1992;
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ひとくちに降着型パルサーといってもかなりいろいろある。 

それでも、磁場に束縛された円筒状の降着流という基本的な
フレームワークは維持されるはず。



X線放射の特徴
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Vela X-1のX線スペクトル 

✓ power law 
photon index~ -1 

✓ quasi-exponential cutoff 
~20 keV 

✓ Cyclotron resonance  
~50 keV: first harmonic 
~25 keV: fundamental 

✓ Atomic lines 
from the companion's 
stellar wind/atmosphere



1. High energy cutoff model (White+ 1983)

 
 

2. Fermi-Dirac cutoff model (Tanaka 1983, Kreykenbohm+ 1999) 
 
 

3. NPEX model (Mihara 1995, Makishima+ 1999) 
 

広帯域スペクトルの評価法
物理的な放射機構が明らかになっていないため、従来、現象論的
モデルでのみ解析が行われてきた。

supported by the almost constant hardness ratio. As were found in the soft band, off

states or low-luminosity states with spectral softening were clearly seen in the hard X-ray

band. The flare at t = 110 ks also showed significant hardening.

5.4.2 Spectral Model

Since there is no well-established physical model of the radiation from an accreting X-ray

pulsar, we introduce a phenomenological spectral model to fit the Suzaku wide-band data.

For detailed time-resolved analysis described in the following subsection, we constructed

the spectral model template by using a time-averaged spectrum of Vela X-1 obtained

with the XIS and HXD. The time-averaged spectrum has an exposure time integrated

over the whole observation, in other words. The spectra for the simultaneous wide-band

modeling were extracted from event data of XIS 0, XIS 3, HXD-PIN, and HXD-GSO

with common time intervals for these detectors.

There are three well-known phenomenological spectral models to describe a power law

with quasi-exponential cutoff at high energy that an X-ray pulsar shows (e.g. Kreyken-

bohm et al., 1999). A power law with a high-energy cut is one of them (White et al.,

1983), written as

dN

dE
=

⎧
⎨

⎩

AE−Γ (E ≤ Ec)

AE−Γ exp

(
−E − Ec

Ef

)
(E > Ec)

(5.5)

where Ec and Ef are called the cutoff energy and the folding energy, respectively. This

model approaches to a “normal” cutoff power law (power law with an exponential cut)

when Ec → 0. Although the model has been well used for spectral modeling of accreting

neutron stars, the derivative is discontinuous at E = Ec, and it could introduce an

artificial feature in the continuum.

The second one is a power law with the so-called Fermi-Dirac cutoff (Tanaka, 1983;

Kreykenbohm et al., 1999), which represents a spectrum with a turnover as a smooth

function:
dN

dE
= AE−Γ 1

exp

(
E − Ec

Ef

)
+ 1

. (5.6)

This function is smooth at any point, and nicely fits with the spectral shape with cutoff.

Due to historical reasons, the same names of the model parameters have been used as

those of the high-energy cut model, but cannot be compared together.

The third is the Negative Positive Exponential (NPEX) model (Mihara, 1995; Mak-
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ishima et al., 1999),

dN

dE
= (A1E

−Γ1 + A2E
+Γ2) exp

!
− E

Ef

"
, (5.7)

Γ1 > 0, Γ2 > 0. (5.8)

This is a combination of a negative and positive power laws with an exponential cutoff by

a common folding energy. The combination of the two power laws with largely different

indices provide a wide variety of spectral shapes with an analytical expression. When the

positive power-law index is Γ2 = 2 as

dN

dE
= (A1E

−Γ + A2E
2) exp

!
− E

Ef

"
, (5.9)

the function becomes a good approximation of an unsaturated Comptonization spectrum

(Sunyaev & Titarchuk, 1980). Mihara (1995) found that X-ray pulsar spectra obtained

with the Ginga satellite are well described by this model (See also Makishima et al.,

1999). The NPEX model approaches to a normal cutoff power law when A2 → 0.

Many X-ray pulsars display absorption-like features called cyclotron resonance scat-

tering features (CRSFs) in the hard X-ray continuum (See §2.1.2). These are results of

scattering via cyclotron resonance of electrons whose energy is quantized to the Landau

levels in the strong magnetic field B ∼ 1012 G. The CRSFs have complex structures

which are composed of absorption and emission via cyclotron radiation from electrons

in a hot magnetized plasma (Araya & Harding, 1999; Araya-Góchez & Harding, 2000;

Schönherr et al., 2007). It is, however, difficult to include these complex models of the

CRSF in the spectral fitting with the detector response. We therefore adopt a widely-used

phenomenological model for cyclotron absorptions (e.g. Mihara et al., 1990; Makishima

et al., 1999; Kreykenbohm et al., 2008). The effective optical depth due to the cyclotron

absorptions can be written as

τcycl(E) = D1
(W1E/Ecycl)2

(E − Ecycl)2 + W1
2

+ D2
(W2E/2Ecycl)2

(E − 2Ecycl)2 + W2
2
, (5.10)

where Ecycl is the cyclotron energy, W1, W2, D1, D2 denotes widths and depths for the

fundamental (subscript 1) and the second (subscript 2) harmonic resonances. The effect

of the absorption is then included by a factor exp(−τcycl).

Combining these continuum models with the effect of the absorption and emission

from the circumstellar medium such as the stellar wind which is described as Eq. (5.3),

we construct two spectral models for the wide-band fitting. These are the power law with
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cutoff energy で 
導関数が不連続

広帯域スペクトルをよく表現できる

広帯域スペクトルをよく表現できる 
扱いが容易 
熱コンプトン放射との関係が見やすい



Comptonization Model
Becker & Wolff 2007により物理的な放射モデルは大きく前進 
• Thermal & bulk Comptonization 
• 1次元の光子輸送方程式 
• 磁場による散乱断面積の抑制

where B12 ! B/(1012 G) and c, h, me, and e represent the speed
of light, Planck’s constant, and the electron mass and charge,
respectively. Ordinary-mode photons interact with electrons via
continuum scattering, governed by the approximate cross sec-
tion (Arons et al. 1987)

!ord("; ’) ¼ !T sin2’þ k(") cos2 ’
! "

; ð2Þ

where ’ is the propagation angle with respect to the magnetic
field, !T is the Thomson cross section, and

k(") !
1; " & "c;

("="c)
2; " ' "c:

#
ð3Þ

The scattering cross section for the extraordinary-mode pho-
tons is more complex, because these photons interact with the
electrons via both continuum and resonant processes. In this case,
the total cross section can be approximated using (Arons et al.
1987)

!ext("; ’) ¼ !Tk(")þ !l#l("; "c; ’); ð4Þ

where #l is the unity-normalized line profile function (which is
resonant at the cyclotron energy "c) and

!l ¼ 1:9 ; 104!TB
( 1
12 : ð5Þ

Equation (4) indicates that the extraordinary-mode photons ex-
perience a substantial enhancement in the scattering cross section
close to the cyclotron energy, which reflects their ability to cause
radiative excitation of electrons from the ground state to the first
excited Landau level (Ventura 1979). The excitation process is al-
most always followed by a radiative deexcitation, and therefore
cyclotron absorption can be viewed as a form of resonant scat-
tering (Nagel 1980). The resonant nature of the cyclotron inter-
action gives rise to a strong high-energy absorption feature in
many observed X-ray pulsar spectra.

The energy and angular dependences of the electron scattering
cross section are quite different for the two polarization modes.
For radiation propagating perpendicular to the magnetic field with
energy " < "c , photons in the ordinary mode will see a cross sec-
tion that is essentially Thomson, whereas the extraordinary-mode
photons will experience a cross section that is reduced from the
Thomson value by the ratio (" /"c)

2. On the other hand, in the
limit of parallel or antiparallel propagation relative to the field
direction, both the ordinary- and extraordinary-mode cross sec-
tions are reduced by the factor ("/"c)

2 relative to the Thomson
value if "< "c. In practice, the twomodes communicate viamode
conversion, which occurs at the continuum scattering rate (Arons
et al. 1987). Hence, if " is sufficiently below the cyclotron energy
"c so that the resonant contribution to the cross section in equa-
tion (4) is negligible, then the scattering of photons propagating
perpendicular to the magnetic field is dominated by the ordinary-
mode cross section, !ord ¼ !T, because this yields the smallest
mean free path.

Due to the importance of radiation pressure and the complex-
ity of the electron scattering cross sections, the dynamical structure
of the flow is closely tied to the spatial and energetic distribution
of the radiation. The coupled radiation-hydrodynamic problem
is so complex and nonlinear that it is essentially intractable. In
order to make progress, a set of simplifying assumptions must be
adopted. In particular, a detailed consideration of the angular and

energy dependences of the electron scattering cross sections
for the two polarization modes is beyond the scope of the present
paper. We therefore follow Wang & Frank (1981) and Becker
(1998) by treating the directional dependence of the electron scat-
tering in an approximateway in terms of the constant, energy- and
mode-averaged cross sections !k and !? describing, respectively,
the scattering of photons propagating either parallel or perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field. For the magnetic field strengths
B ) 1012Y1013 G and electron temperatures Te ) 106Y107 K typ-
ical of luminous X-ray pulsars, the mean photon energy, "̄, is well
below "c. In this case, the mean scattering cross section for pho-
tons propagating parallel to the field can be approximated by
writing (see eqs. [2] and [4])

!k * !T
"̄

"c

$ %2

; ð6Þ

and the mean scattering cross section for photons propagating
perpendicular to the field (which is dominated by the ordinary
mode) is given by

!? * !T: ð7Þ

Note the substantial decrease in the opacity of the gas along the
magnetic field indicated by equation (6), which is consistent with
results presented by Canuto et al. (1971).

In our calculations, the perpendicular scattering cross section
!? is set equal to the Thomson value using equation (7). How-
ever, the value of the parallel scattering cross section !k is more
problematic, since the mean energy "̄ cannot be calculated until
the radiative transfer problem is solved. In practice, the value of
!k is calculated using a dynamical relationship based on the flow
of radiation-dominated gas in a pulsar accretion column, as dis-
cussed in x 6, where we also examine the self-consistency of our
results.

2.2. Radiation-dominated Flow

Radiation pressure governs the dynamical structure of the
accretion flows in bright pulsars when the X-ray luminosity LX
satisfies (Becker 1998; Basko & Sunyaev 1976)

LX ) Lcrit !
2:72 ; 1037!Tffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

!?!k
p

M+

M,

$ %
r0
R+

$ %
ergs s( 1; ð8Þ

where r0 is the polar cap radius, M+ and R+ denote the stellar
mass and radius, respectively, and LX is related to the accretion
rate Ṁ via

LX ¼ GM+ Ṁ

R+
: ð9Þ

When the luminosity of the system is comparable to Lcrit , the
radiation flux in the column is super-Eddington, and therefore the
radiation pressure greatly exceeds the gas pressure (Becker1998).
In this situation, the gas passes through a radiation-dominated
shock on its way to the stellar surface, and the kinetic energy
of the particles is carried away by the photons that escape from
the column. The strong gradient of the radiation pressure decel-
erates the material to rest at the surface of the star. The observa-
tion of manyX-ray pulsarswithLX ) 1036Y1038 ergs s( 1 implies
the presence of radiation-dominated shocks close to the stellar
surfaces in these systems (White et al. 1983, 1995). Note that
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where B12 ! B/(1012 G) and c, h, me, and e represent the speed
of light, Planck’s constant, and the electron mass and charge,
respectively. Ordinary-mode photons interact with electrons via
continuum scattering, governed by the approximate cross sec-
tion (Arons et al. 1987)

!ord("; ’) ¼ !T sin2’þ k(") cos2 ’
! "

; ð2Þ

where ’ is the propagation angle with respect to the magnetic
field, !T is the Thomson cross section, and
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The scattering cross section for the extraordinary-mode pho-
tons is more complex, because these photons interact with the
electrons via both continuum and resonant processes. In this case,
the total cross section can be approximated using (Arons et al.
1987)

!ext("; ’) ¼ !Tk(")þ !l#l("; "c; ’); ð4Þ

where #l is the unity-normalized line profile function (which is
resonant at the cyclotron energy "c) and

!l ¼ 1:9 ; 104!TB
( 1
12 : ð5Þ

Equation (4) indicates that the extraordinary-mode photons ex-
perience a substantial enhancement in the scattering cross section
close to the cyclotron energy, which reflects their ability to cause
radiative excitation of electrons from the ground state to the first
excited Landau level (Ventura 1979). The excitation process is al-
most always followed by a radiative deexcitation, and therefore
cyclotron absorption can be viewed as a form of resonant scat-
tering (Nagel 1980). The resonant nature of the cyclotron inter-
action gives rise to a strong high-energy absorption feature in
many observed X-ray pulsar spectra.

The energy and angular dependences of the electron scattering
cross section are quite different for the two polarization modes.
For radiation propagating perpendicular to the magnetic field with
energy " < "c , photons in the ordinary mode will see a cross sec-
tion that is essentially Thomson, whereas the extraordinary-mode
photons will experience a cross section that is reduced from the
Thomson value by the ratio (" /"c)

2. On the other hand, in the
limit of parallel or antiparallel propagation relative to the field
direction, both the ordinary- and extraordinary-mode cross sec-
tions are reduced by the factor ("/"c)

2 relative to the Thomson
value if "< "c. In practice, the twomodes communicate viamode
conversion, which occurs at the continuum scattering rate (Arons
et al. 1987). Hence, if " is sufficiently below the cyclotron energy
"c so that the resonant contribution to the cross section in equa-
tion (4) is negligible, then the scattering of photons propagating
perpendicular to the magnetic field is dominated by the ordinary-
mode cross section, !ord ¼ !T, because this yields the smallest
mean free path.

Due to the importance of radiation pressure and the complex-
ity of the electron scattering cross sections, the dynamical structure
of the flow is closely tied to the spatial and energetic distribution
of the radiation. The coupled radiation-hydrodynamic problem
is so complex and nonlinear that it is essentially intractable. In
order to make progress, a set of simplifying assumptions must be
adopted. In particular, a detailed consideration of the angular and

energy dependences of the electron scattering cross sections
for the two polarization modes is beyond the scope of the present
paper. We therefore follow Wang & Frank (1981) and Becker
(1998) by treating the directional dependence of the electron scat-
tering in an approximateway in terms of the constant, energy- and
mode-averaged cross sections !k and !? describing, respectively,
the scattering of photons propagating either parallel or perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field. For the magnetic field strengths
B ) 1012Y1013 G and electron temperatures Te ) 106Y107 K typ-
ical of luminous X-ray pulsars, the mean photon energy, "̄, is well
below "c. In this case, the mean scattering cross section for pho-
tons propagating parallel to the field can be approximated by
writing (see eqs. [2] and [4])

!k * !T
"̄

"c

$ %2

; ð6Þ

and the mean scattering cross section for photons propagating
perpendicular to the field (which is dominated by the ordinary
mode) is given by

!? * !T: ð7Þ

Note the substantial decrease in the opacity of the gas along the
magnetic field indicated by equation (6), which is consistent with
results presented by Canuto et al. (1971).

In our calculations, the perpendicular scattering cross section
!? is set equal to the Thomson value using equation (7). How-
ever, the value of the parallel scattering cross section !k is more
problematic, since the mean energy "̄ cannot be calculated until
the radiative transfer problem is solved. In practice, the value of
!k is calculated using a dynamical relationship based on the flow
of radiation-dominated gas in a pulsar accretion column, as dis-
cussed in x 6, where we also examine the self-consistency of our
results.

2.2. Radiation-dominated Flow

Radiation pressure governs the dynamical structure of the
accretion flows in bright pulsars when the X-ray luminosity LX
satisfies (Becker 1998; Basko & Sunyaev 1976)
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where r0 is the polar cap radius, M+ and R+ denote the stellar
mass and radius, respectively, and LX is related to the accretion
rate Ṁ via

LX ¼ GM+ Ṁ

R+
: ð9Þ

When the luminosity of the system is comparable to Lcrit , the
radiation flux in the column is super-Eddington, and therefore the
radiation pressure greatly exceeds the gas pressure (Becker1998).
In this situation, the gas passes through a radiation-dominated
shock on its way to the stellar surface, and the kinetic energy
of the particles is carried away by the photons that escape from
the column. The strong gradient of the radiation pressure decel-
erates the material to rest at the surface of the star. The observa-
tion of manyX-ray pulsarswithLX ) 1036Y1038 ergs s( 1 implies
the presence of radiation-dominated shocks close to the stellar
surfaces in these systems (White et al. 1983, 1995). Note that
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The scattering cross section for the extraordinary-mode pho-
tons is more complex, because these photons interact with the
electrons via both continuum and resonant processes. In this case,
the total cross section can be approximated using (Arons et al.
1987)
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where #l is the unity-normalized line profile function (which is
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Equation (4) indicates that the extraordinary-mode photons ex-
perience a substantial enhancement in the scattering cross section
close to the cyclotron energy, which reflects their ability to cause
radiative excitation of electrons from the ground state to the first
excited Landau level (Ventura 1979). The excitation process is al-
most always followed by a radiative deexcitation, and therefore
cyclotron absorption can be viewed as a form of resonant scat-
tering (Nagel 1980). The resonant nature of the cyclotron inter-
action gives rise to a strong high-energy absorption feature in
many observed X-ray pulsar spectra.

The energy and angular dependences of the electron scattering
cross section are quite different for the two polarization modes.
For radiation propagating perpendicular to the magnetic field with
energy " < "c , photons in the ordinary mode will see a cross sec-
tion that is essentially Thomson, whereas the extraordinary-mode
photons will experience a cross section that is reduced from the
Thomson value by the ratio (" /"c)

2. On the other hand, in the
limit of parallel or antiparallel propagation relative to the field
direction, both the ordinary- and extraordinary-mode cross sec-
tions are reduced by the factor ("/"c)

2 relative to the Thomson
value if "< "c. In practice, the twomodes communicate viamode
conversion, which occurs at the continuum scattering rate (Arons
et al. 1987). Hence, if " is sufficiently below the cyclotron energy
"c so that the resonant contribution to the cross section in equa-
tion (4) is negligible, then the scattering of photons propagating
perpendicular to the magnetic field is dominated by the ordinary-
mode cross section, !ord ¼ !T, because this yields the smallest
mean free path.

Due to the importance of radiation pressure and the complex-
ity of the electron scattering cross sections, the dynamical structure
of the flow is closely tied to the spatial and energetic distribution
of the radiation. The coupled radiation-hydrodynamic problem
is so complex and nonlinear that it is essentially intractable. In
order to make progress, a set of simplifying assumptions must be
adopted. In particular, a detailed consideration of the angular and

energy dependences of the electron scattering cross sections
for the two polarization modes is beyond the scope of the present
paper. We therefore follow Wang & Frank (1981) and Becker
(1998) by treating the directional dependence of the electron scat-
tering in an approximateway in terms of the constant, energy- and
mode-averaged cross sections !k and !? describing, respectively,
the scattering of photons propagating either parallel or perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field. For the magnetic field strengths
B ) 1012Y1013 G and electron temperatures Te ) 106Y107 K typ-
ical of luminous X-ray pulsars, the mean photon energy, "̄, is well
below "c. In this case, the mean scattering cross section for pho-
tons propagating parallel to the field can be approximated by
writing (see eqs. [2] and [4])
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and the mean scattering cross section for photons propagating
perpendicular to the field (which is dominated by the ordinary
mode) is given by
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Note the substantial decrease in the opacity of the gas along the
magnetic field indicated by equation (6), which is consistent with
results presented by Canuto et al. (1971).

In our calculations, the perpendicular scattering cross section
!? is set equal to the Thomson value using equation (7). How-
ever, the value of the parallel scattering cross section !k is more
problematic, since the mean energy "̄ cannot be calculated until
the radiative transfer problem is solved. In practice, the value of
!k is calculated using a dynamical relationship based on the flow
of radiation-dominated gas in a pulsar accretion column, as dis-
cussed in x 6, where we also examine the self-consistency of our
results.

2.2. Radiation-dominated Flow

Radiation pressure governs the dynamical structure of the
accretion flows in bright pulsars when the X-ray luminosity LX
satisfies (Becker 1998; Basko & Sunyaev 1976)
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where r0 is the polar cap radius, M+ and R+ denote the stellar
mass and radius, respectively, and LX is related to the accretion
rate Ṁ via

LX ¼ GM+ Ṁ

R+
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When the luminosity of the system is comparable to Lcrit , the
radiation flux in the column is super-Eddington, and therefore the
radiation pressure greatly exceeds the gas pressure (Becker1998).
In this situation, the gas passes through a radiation-dominated
shock on its way to the stellar surface, and the kinetic energy
of the particles is carried away by the photons that escape from
the column. The strong gradient of the radiation pressure decel-
erates the material to rest at the surface of the star. The observa-
tion of manyX-ray pulsarswithLX ) 1036Y1038 ergs s( 1 implies
the presence of radiation-dominated shocks close to the stellar
surfaces in these systems (White et al. 1983, 1995). Note that
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that all errors are reported at the 90% confidence level in this
paper.

4. RESULTS

We performed our spectral fit in the XSPEC v12.8.2 and
12.9.0 (Arnaud 1996) spectral analysis environments. We
verified that the resulting fits are consistent across both versions
of XSPEC. Twenty-three parameters describe the spectral
continuum and emission lines that NuSTAR observes in the
4–79 keV range. Six parameters describe two iron emission
lines (we use the Gaussian function for both lines), three
describe the cyclotron resonant scattering absorption feature
(CRSF), one parameter describes the interstellar absorption
(NH), and one parameter describes the cross-normalization of
the FPMA and FPMB modules (CFPM). The absorbing column
is frozen at = ´N 1.7 10H

20 cm−2, a value that approximates
the galactic absorption to Her X-1 (Fürst et al. 2013). We
utilized the tbabs absorption model with the “WILM”
abundance table and the “BCMC” cross-sections (Wilms
et al. 2000). This leaves 12 parameters to describe the RDRS
model. One of these is an RDRS model normalization that we
freeze at 1.0. One is a numerical switch that allows us to turn
on or off any of the three principal seed-photon processes for
the Comptonization (see Section 2). We freeze the distance to
the Her X-1 system at D=6.6 kpc (Reynolds et al. 1997), and
the NS mass and radius are set to their standard values ( :M1.4
and 10 km). The distance to Her X-1 obtained by Reynolds
et al. of -

+6.6 0.4
0.4 kpc is sufficiently consistent, for our purposes,

with a more recently determined distance of -
+6.1 0.4

1.0 kpc
obtained by Leahy & Abdallah (2014). Thus, we adopt the
Reynolds et al. distance for these calculations. The value of the
input magnetic field strength to the RDRS model is tied to the
centroid of the fitted cyclotron absorption line (ECRSF) via

*= = +B B z E10 Gauss 1 11.5712
12 CRSF( ) ( ) where z* is the

gravitational redshift to the NS surface. The six remaining
parameters describing the RDRS model (BW) are: mass
accretion rate (Ṁ), plasma Comptonizing temperature (Te),
accretion cap radius (r0), scattering cross-section perpendicular
to the magnetic field (ŝ ), scattering cross-section parallel to
the magnetic field (s&), and average scattering cross-section (s̄).
The scattering cross-section perpendicular to the magnetic field
(ŝ ) is frozen at the Thomson electron scattering cross-section
(sT). This leaves five free parameters, Ṁ , Te, r0, s&, and s̄, to
describe the X-ray continuum.

The fit to the observed NuSTAR spectrum of Her X-1 is
shown in Figure 1. Initially, we tried to fit the full energy range
of 4–79 keV to the calculated radiation-dominated shock
spectrum. However, in the resulting fit, the broad iron line
component (FeKab) significantly modifies the continuum in the
range below 15 keV. This broad iron feature apparently
smooths deviations of the observed spectrum from the
computed model in the 8−15 keV range. A similar difficulty
was encountered by Fürst et al. (2013) in this same spectral
region. To test for this possibility, we fixed the two iron
linewidths at the values found by Fürst et al. (2013). As a result
of this, just as found by Fürst et al., the observed spectrum in
the energy range of 9−15 keV has systematic residuals in
comparison with the computed model spectrum. The reduced
c2 value is 1.42 for 500 degrees of freedom and the model
residuals are shown in the bottom panel in Figure 1. These
systematic residuals are most likely caused by imperfections in
the response matrices due to tungsten and platinum edges in

the energy range 10 to 14 keV induced by the X-ray mirror
coatings (Madsen et al. 2015; see their Table 2). Following the
procedure of Fürst et al. (2013), we removed the spectral points
in the energy range 10−14.5 keV. The fit is now significantly
better with reduced c2 of 1.212 for 450 degrees of freedom,
which is as good as any of the empirical fits obtained by Fürst
et al. (2013). The best-fit parameters are given in Table 1 along
with their formal 90% confidence errors. The continuum fit
with the radiation-dominated shock model conforms very well
to the observed background-subtracted Her X-1 spectrum.
Examination of the contributions to c2 as a function of energy
suggest that there are still some deviations at the highest
energies in our spectral range (65−79 keV). This is most likely
because the background spectrum becomes as large or larger
than the Her X-1 source spectrum above about 65 keV.

4.1. Accretion Rate

The accretion rate is ultimately determined by requiring that
the total luminosity LX in the three Comptonized spectral
components (bremsstrahlung, cyclotron, and blackbody emis-
sion) integrated over the range 0.1–100 keV is equal to the
Her X-1 accretion luminosity ( * *=L GM M Racc ˙ ). We also
require that the observed flux in the 5−75 keV band equals the

Figure 1. (a) Her X-1 4−79 keV X-ray unfolded (after Nowak et al. 2011)
spectrum from NuSTAR with residuals shown in the lower two panels. The two
NuSTAR focal plane detectors are shown and the spectrum has been rebinned
for clarity (see text). The final reduced c2 is 1.212 for 450 degrees of freedom.
The individual Comptonized emission components are shown. The dotted lines
represent the Comptonized components with the multiplicative effects of
cyclotron absorption removed. The model is dominated by Comptonized
bremsstrahlung emission, as suggested by BW. Close examination of the
Comptonized cyclotron component reveals a mild discontinuity that results
from the monochromatic injection of cyclotron photons at the local cyclotron
energy at the neutron star surface (49.3 keV). (b) The top set of residuals are
from our best fit [panel (a)] with the 10−14.5 keV region of the spectrum
removed (see text) and the parameters of the two Fe emission lines free to vary.
(c) The bottom residuals are from our best fit to the full energy range 4−79 keV
and with the Fe linewidths fixed at the values obtained by Fürst et al. (2013).
The small systematic deviations in the 9−14 keV range are most likely due to
uncalibrated effects from the tungsten and platinum coatings on the NuSTAR
mirrors.
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Monte Carlo Simulation
観測的な観点からは、1次元モデルでは不十分な面がある。 
平均スペクトルだけではなく、 
• 自転位相分解スペクトル 
• 偏光 

も計算したい。 
Monte Carloなら 
• 空間3次元。放射の方向を正確に扱える。 
• １光子ずつ追える。光子の偏光情報を持たせられる。 
• 光子の系からの脱出を正確に扱える。 



3D Radiation Model
Becker & Wolff 2007と同等の放射過程を 
MONACO (Odaka et al. 2011) に実装した。 Odaka et al. 2014

一様な円筒でのシミュレーション結果 
B=4×1012 G, tau=15, kTe=20 keV

Preliminary
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Table 2
Fitted Values of the Simulated Spectra to the NPEX Model

ξ L0 A1 Γ A2 Ef LX A2/A1
(erg s−1) (ph s−1 cm−2 keV−1) (ph s−1 cm−2 keV−1) (keV) (erg s−1)

0.5 8.77 × 1035 1.5 × 10−2 0.41 2.1 × 10−5 9.0 8.9 × 1035 1.4 × 10−3

1.0 2.39 × 1036 1.9 × 10−2 0.20 1.9 × 10−4 7.8 3.4 × 1036 1.0 × 10−2

2.0a 4.44 × 1036 4.0 × 10−2 1.65 2.3 × 10−3 7.1 2.4 × 1037 5.8 × 10−2

Note. a For this case, the characterization by the NPEX function fails. (See the text for details.)

Table 3
Fitted Values of the Simulated Spectra with a Magnetic Field to the NPEX Model

ξ L0 A1 Γ A2 Ef LX A2/A1
(erg s−1) (ph s−1 cm−2 keV−1) (ph s−1 cm−2 keV−1) (keV) (erg s−1)

0.5 8.77 × 1035 1.0 × 10−1 1.05 3.1 × 10−5 7.8 9.7 × 1035 3.1 × 10−4

1.0 2.39 × 1036 2.4 × 10−1 0.85 1.8 × 10−4 7.0 3.2 × 1036 7.5 × 10−4

2.0 4.44 × 1036 3.1 × 10−1 0.51 6.1 × 10−4 6.6 7.8 × 1036 2.0 × 10−3

Table 4
Fitted Values of the Simulated Spectra for Different Column Radii

r0 L0 A1 Γ A2 Ef LX A2/A1
(m) (erg s−1) (ph s−1 cm−2 keV−1) (ph s−1 cm−2 keV−1) (keV) (erg s−1)

200 2.26 × 1036 5.6 × 10−2 0.15 3.0 × 10−4 6.7 3.8 × 1036 5.4 × 10−3

300 3.05 × 1036 1.2 × 10−1 0.45 3.4 × 10−4 6.6 4.0 × 1036 2.8 × 10−3

400 3.67 × 1036 1.9 × 10−1 0.58 2.5 × 10−4 6.9 4.0 × 1036 1.3 × 10−3

Table 5
The Self-consistent Solutions of the Accretion Column Spectrum

Lobs r0 L0 A1 Γ A2 Ef LX A2/A1
(erg s−1) (m) (erg s−1) (ph s−1 cm−2 keV−1) (ph s−1 cm−2 keV−1) (keV) (erg s−1)

1.5 × 1036 150 9.19 × 1035 3.4 × 10−2 0.58 0.0 17 1.2 × 1036 0
3.0 × 1036 150 1.68 × 1036 5.3 × 10−1 0.34 2.9 × 10−4 6.6 3.0 × 1036 5.5 × 10−4

4.5 × 1036 200 2.37 × 1036 5.5 × 10−1 0.17 4.4 × 10−4 6.6 4.4 × 1036 8.0 × 10−4

6.0 × 1036 300 3.51 × 1036 6.7 × 10−1 0.03 4.4 × 10−4 6.9 6.2 × 1036 6.6 × 10−4

The inferred dependencies on the model parameters allowed
us to find acceptable self-consistent solutions for the observed
luminosities, which range from 1.5 × 1036 erg s−1 to 6 ×
1036 erg s−1. The obtained parameters are tabulated in Table 5;
we note that all acceptable solutions correspond to the unique
value of the ξ parameter, ξ = 1.25. This value is consistent
with a rough estimate by Equation (5) for typical photon energy
of ∼5 keV, which should be close to the thermal energy. The
cross sections for the different (perpendicular and parallel)
directions can be written as σ⊥ ≃ σT and σ∥ ≃ (Ē/Ec)2σT
(See Equations (6) and (7) of Becker & Wolff 2007). As can be
seen in Table 5, the solutions satisfy the self-consistent condition
Lobs ∼ LX and have reasonable values of the column radius.
These solutions reproduce the observed spectral hardening with
an increase of the luminosity and interestingly suggest a positive
correlation between the column radius and the mass accretion
rate. However, at the present stage we cannot exclude presence
of other possible solutions.

Finally, we can interpret the spectral shape typical for a
“low state” into which Vela X-1 sometimes drops. Since the
source still shows X-ray pulsations during the low states, it is
evident that the accretion flow still reaches the magnetic poles
of the neutron star (Paper I). In the low state, the accretion
rate is an order of magnitude lower than that of the normal
state, although the physical mechanism of the suppression
is unknown. The extremely soft power-law with a photon

index of ∼2 is difficult to explain by thermal mechanism
including the thermal Comptonization, as shown in Figure 3.
Bulk Comptonization, however, naturally features such a soft
spectrum. We therefore suggest that the bulk Comptonization
dominates over the thermal processes in the low state of the
accreting neutron star.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We studied the process of Comptonization in the accretion
column of binary pulsars. Our calculations were based on
a Monte Carlo framework MONACO and aimed to explain
the data obtained with the Suzaku X-ray observatory from
the brightest wind-fed accreting neutron star Vela X-1. The
observational data used were reported in Paper I, where a long
exposure (100 ks) was split into 56 short timescale (2 ks) spectra
to study the variability. These X-ray spectra are best fitted by
the NPEX model, which is a combination of two different slope
power-laws with a common exponential cutoff, with an obvious
cyclotron resonance scattering feature at 50 keV (Paper I).

Our study has shown that NPEX-type spectra are consistent
with a Comptonization origin. This association allows us to
link phenomenological parameters in the NPEX model with
the physical properties of the production site of the X-ray
emission. In particular, we show that the photon index Γ
can be used as a good measure of the source optical depth.
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Table 1
Simulation Parameters of the Accretion Column

Parameter Value

Luminosity, LX (0.1–100 keV) 3.0 × 1036 erg s−1

Neutron star mass, M∗ 1.9 M⊙
Neutron star radius, R∗ 106 cm
Column radius, r0 4.0 × 104 cm
Electron temperature, kT 6 keV
ξ = zsp/r0 0.5, 1.0, 2.0

see, e.g., Rybicki & Lightman 1979, Section 7.7). Note that
for this case, the fitted values regarding the negative power-
law term, i.e., Γ and A1, are no longer good indicators of the
degree of Comptonization, as the fitted positive power-law term
of the NPEX function completely dominates over the negative
power-law term (see Table 2 and the bottom panel of Figure 8).
In other words, characterization using the NPEX function fails
in this regime.

4.2. Magnetic Field Effects

The strong magnetic field of B ∼ 1012 G close to the neutron
star surface largely affects the interactions between photons and
electrons. Namely, in such a strong field, electrons are allowed to
move only along the field lines, while the perpendicular motion
is quantized to Landau states. The imposed kinematic restric-
tions imply a significant change of the interaction cross section,
which gets reduced, particularly for photons that propagate par-
allel to the field. In addition, transitions between discrete energy
levels corresponding to the “perpendicular” motion of electrons
(Landau levels) results in the formation of the so-called cy-
clotron emission and absorption.

Although the physical processes of photons in a strong
magnetic field are very complex (e.g., Ventura 1979; Kirk &
Meszaros 1980; Arons et al. 1987), we rely here on a simple
treatment of the photon propagation in the magnetic field, which
is based on our Comptonization model described in the Ap-
pendix. Since the reduction of the scattering cross sections is
the most significant effect of the magnetic field on the photon
propagation, the total cross sections for photon interactions are
modified in our treatment. Such a strong magnetic field leads
to the birefringent nature of the photon propagation. Thus, we
distinguish scattering of two linearly polarized normal modes,
ordinary and extraordinary. The ordinary mode is linearly po-
larized with an electric field vector that is placed in the plane
formed by the photon propagation direction and the magnetic
field, while the extraordinary mode has electric field vector per-
pendicular to this plane. Approximate total cross sections of the
ordinary (1) and extraordinary (2) mode are given by

σ (1)(E) = σT[sin2 θ + f (E) cos2 θ ], (14)

σ (2)(E) = σTf (E), (15)

respectively, where σT is the Thomson cross section, θ is the
angle between the photon direction and the magnetic field, and
the f (E) is given by

f (E) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(
E

Ec

)2

(E ! Ec)

1 (E " Ec)
, (16)
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Figure 8. Simulation spectra of thermal and bulk Comptonization from the
accretion column. The simulation parameters are tabulated in Table 1. The value
of the ξ = zsp/r0 is indicated at the top of each panel. The fitted NPEX model
(solid). The negative (dashed) and the positive (dotted) power-law components
are superposed. The model parameters obtained by the fit are tabulated in Table 2.
Statistical errors due to Monte Carlo sampling are sufficiently small compared
with the filled circles showing the simulation data points.

where Ec denotes the cyclotron energy (Arons et al. 1987).
Since cyclotron resonance scattering is effective only near the
resonance energy Ec, we do not include this process in the total
cross section of the scattering, though the cross section of the
resonance effect is significant at E = Ec.
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Although the presence of the magnetic field changes the elec-
tron distribution and differential cross sections of the scattering
processes, the other parts of the calculation, which include the
sampling of the target electron and the determination of the scat-
tered photon in the rest frame of the target, remain unmodified
for simplicity. Consequently, including the magnetic filed in our
model of Comptonization (the Appendix) only affects the de-
termination of the next interaction point in terms of the Monte
Carlo simulations.

Simulation results based on this model are shown in Figure 9
and Table 3. The conditions of the accretion column are
completely identical to the simulations demonstrated in the
previous subsection (Section 4.1) except that these simulations
account for the presence of magnetic field with B = 2×1012 G.
All the three spectra qualitatively agree with spectral features
of accreting X-ray pulsars, which are represented by the NPEX
model. The effect of the reduced cross sections is obvious from
the mildly Comptonized spectrum even for ξ = 2.0. Since
Comptonization becomes significant with ξ , the photon index Γ
and the normalization ratio A2/A1 increase with ξ .

5. DISCUSSION

Our radiation model of thermal and bulk Comptonization
in an accretion column with a strong magnetic field well
reproduces the broadband spectral characteristics observed from
accreting neutron stars. Based on the model, we find self-
consistent solutions that agree well with the observed spectra
of Vela X-1. We study solutions where the accretion plasma
itself provides the seed photons through free-free emission.
Thus, the simulation model has only three parameters: the
X-ray luminosity Lobs obtained by observation, the radius
of the accretion column r0, and the ratio of the sonic-point
height to the column radius ξ = zsp/r0. While r0 and ξ
determine the geometry of the column including the z-profiles
of the velocity and the density, the observed luminosity Lobs
determines the accretion rate Ṁ , i.e., the normalization of
the density distribution. Once these three parameters fix the
simulation geometry, the distribution of the seed photons, i.e.,
the source function, is uniquely determined. The total luminosity
L0 of the seed photons thus obtained is also tabulated in Tables 2
and 3. The simulation results also allow the luminosity LX to
be determined. Under the assumption that the accretion plasma
itself is responsible for the X-ray emission and reprocessing
via Compton scattering, the luminosity LX obtained in the
simulations has to agree with the observed luminosity Lobs,
from which we constructed the simulation geometry, to keep
the self-consistency of the model.

If this model were firmly established and the dependence
on the parameters were well understood, spectral fitting of the
simulation model to the observed spectra would be a powerful
way to obtain the physical properties of the accretion column.
Such analysis is, however, beyond the scope of this article.
Instead, we investigate the basic behavior of the numerical
model for different values of the parameters. For example, the
simulation results, presented in Section 4.2, show that for a fixed
column radius r0 the Comptonized radiation becomes harder and
more luminous when ξ increases. Similarly, we have studied
the spectral dependence on r0 with a fixed value of ξ = 1.5.
The modeling data summarized in Table 4, which shows that the
photon index Γ becomes softer with an increase of r0. Obviously,
this softening is related to the decrease of the optical depth across
the column, which is approximately proportional to r0

−1. The
dependence of LX on r0 is more complex. On the one hand, the
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 8 but for accretion columns that have a strong magnetic
field of B = 2 × 1012 G. The model parameters obtained by the fit are tabulated
in Table 3.

luminosity L0 of the seed photons, which are produced via free-
free emissions, increases with r0; however, the energy gain by
the Comptonization becomes effective for small r0, i.e., for large
optical thickness. Thus, the dependence of luminosity LX on r0
is determined by the competition of these two effects. The data,
presented in Table 4, show that the luminosity barely depends
on the column radius for the considered range of parameters.
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降着パルサーの放射は磁場による断面積の抑制を受けた熱・バルク
コンプトン散乱でよく説明できる



再びCorbet Diagram

表 1: HMXBパルサー一覧。Bildsten et al. 1997と INTEGRALカタログより。fluxの単位は mCrab。青字で
示したのは Suzakuによる観測がすでに行われた天体。

天体名 スピン周期 [sec] 軌道周期 [day] flux(20–40 keV) flux(40–100 keV) 降着様式
SMC X-1 0.717 3.89 38.4 ± 0.4 8.3 ± 0.7 disk-fed
Cen X-3 4.82 2.09 64.3 ± 0.1 7.2 ± 0.2 disk-fed

RX J0648.1-4419 13.2 1.54 <0.1 <0.1
LMC X-4 13.5 1.41 48.0 ± 0.3 15.6 ± 0.6 disk-fed

OAO 1657-415 37.7 10.4 76.7 ± 0.1 40.4 ± 0.2 intermediate?
Vela X-1 283 8.96 221.0 ± 0.1 51.1 ± 0.2 wind-fed

1E 1145.1-6141 297 unknown 26.7 ± 0.2 15.7 ± 0.3 wind-fed
4U 1907+09 438 8.38 18.6 ± 0.1 1.9 ± 0.2 wind-fed
4U 1538-52 530 3.73 22.3 ± 0.1 3.4 ± 0.2 wind-fed
GX 301-2 681 41.5 134.0 ± 0.2 17.9 ± 0.3 wind-fed
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図 1: （左）スピン周期と軌道周期の 2次元プロット（Corbet diagram）。（右）INTEGRAL衛星により得られ
た OAO 1657–415の硬 X線画像。硬 X線で非常に明るいことがわかる。

OAO 1657−415はその明らかな特異性に加え、X線天文学の黎明期より詳しく研究されてきた Cen
X-3やVela X-1に匹敵する明るさであるという観測の優位性にも関わらず、これまであまり多くの観測
が行われてこなかった。その主な理由は、Copernicus 衛星による発見（Polidan et al. Nature, 275, 296,
1978）から長い間、中性子星と対になる伴星が同定できず、HMXBに分類できなかったため、その特異
性も浮き上がらなかったからである。2000年代になり、Chandra衛星の短時間観測と近赤外線の追観測
により位置が正確に求まり、B型超巨星の伴星が同定された（Chakrabarty et al, ApJ, 573, 789, 2002）。
さらにごく最近の赤外分光観測は伴星がB型ではなくO型超巨星からウォルフ-ライエ星へ進化する途
中であるOpfe/WNL型であることを指摘した（Mason et al., A&A, 505, 281, 2009）。伴星がOpfe/WNL
型であるとすると、星風による質量放出率は通常のOB型星より一桁大きく、速度は遅いため、星風密
度が非常に濃くなり、降着率が通常の wind-fed HMXBより大きくなる。その場合、短いスピン周期な
どのOAO 1657−415の特異性を伴星のタイプから説明可能で、新しいタイプのHMXBであることも示
唆される。

3 広帯域X線スペクトルの短時間変動解析
降着駆動パルサーからのX線放射は激しい時間変動を示し、そのスペクトルは光子指数∼ 1の power

lawが高エネルギー側（20–30 keV）で quasi-exponential cutoffを持つ現象論的モデルでよく表現でき
る。その放射機構は、強磁場・強放射場という複雑な物理環境のため、依然としてよくわかっていない
が、中性子星表面の磁極付近における逆コンプトン散乱が関係していると考えられている。最近、提案
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Figure 13. Known SyXBs (red stars) on the Corbet diagram. Sources with either an orbital or rotation period detected are indicated as (red) arrows. HMXBs hosting a
Be star (green filled circles), OB supergiant (blue filled triangles), and LMXBs (orange open squares; only X-ray pulsars) are also shown from the catalogs (Liu et al.
2006, 2007; Bodaghee et al. 2007). Arrows on the bottom axis represent atoll and Z-type LMXB systems for which only orbital periods were measured (Liu et al.
2007).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

type of the mass-donor. As shown in Section 2.3 and previ-
ously suggested by Masetti et al. (2007b), spectral modeling im-
plies that Comptonization is the dominant process forming the
X-ray continuum, similar to the accretion column of the canon-
ical X-ray pulsars in HMXBs.15 Thus, in Figure 14, we now
compare the X-ray spectrum of 4U 1954+319 with different
X-ray spectral shapes of other related X-ray pulsars.

Figure 14(a) shows a comparison of the X-ray spectrum of
4U 1954+319 with all archival Suzaku SyXB observations: GX
1+4, 4U 1700+24 (Nagae et al. 2008), and IGR J16194−2810
(Kitamura et al. 2014). The rotational, orbital, and optical
information of these X-ray sources is listed in Table 3 with
the Suzaku observation records and references. To extract these
spectra, we use the same procedure as for 4U 1954+319
(Section 2.2). The νFν spectra were obtained by fitting the data
with a cutoffpl model with interstellar absorption (phabs)
and, if needed, an iron line. GX 1+4 exhibits harder spectra
peaking at ∼20–40 keV than 4U 1954+319. The spectral shape
of IGR J16194−2810, for which orbital and pulse periods have
not yet been detected, is similar to that of 4U 1954+319 in
quiescence, and thus, their accretion environment is expected to
be similar.

In many accreting NSs with B-fields in the 1012 G regime, cy-
clotron lines at energies Ecyc = 11.6(Bcyc/1012G)(1 + z)−1 keV
have been seen, where z ∼ 0.2 is the gravitational red shift
of the NS (Caballero & Wilms 2012; Schönherr et al. 2007).
In Figure 14(b), we compare 4U 1954+319 with well-studied
CRSF sources. The 1.24 s X-ray pulsar Her X-1 is a prototyp-
ical CRSF source with Ecyc ∼ 36 keV (B ∼ 3.1 × 1012 G)
with an unusual optical companion (A9–B companion with a
mass of Mc ∼ 2.3 M⊙). The HMXBs 1A 1118−616 and A
0535+262 exhibit the strongest B-fields among known CRSF

15 Note that previous observations also included a soft excess which could be
described with plasma emission with kT ∼ 50 eV (Masetti et al. 2007b),
which is not seen here since the Suzaku low energy data below ∼1 keV have
uncertainties due to the contamination on the optical blocking filter.

sources, reaching B ∼ 4.7×1012 G and ∼4.1×1012 G, respec-
tively. IGR J16393−4643 was originally classified as a SyXB
but was finally identified as a HMXB (Bodaghee et al. 2012;
Pearlman et al. 2011). As shown in Figure 14(b), the spec-
tral shape of 4U 1954+319 is similar to 1A 1118−616 and A
0535+262 rather than Her X-1. Although a widely accepted
physical model has not yet been established to explain the
X-ray continuum, it has been suggested that due to cyclotron
cooling the high energy cutoff appears around the CRSF energy.
This means that the X-ray continuum is expected to extend to
higher energies as the B-field becomes stronger (Makishima
et al. 1999).

The non-detection of a CRSF in 4U 1954+319 with the XIS
and HXD means that either the B-field is not in the range
B = 9.0 × 1010–6.0 × 1012 G, or that the cyclotron line is
too faint to be detected in the data. The latter is not too unlikely,
with a number of sources with similar behavior being observed.
A possible explanation for this is that CRSFs can be smeared out
and/or filled by photon spawning, i.e., the emission of photons
close to the resonance energy during their de-excitation from
higher Landau levels (Schönherr et al. 2007; Fürst et al. 2011a).
If, on the other hand, B ! 1013 G, according to Makishima et al.
(1999) we would expect a harder X-ray continuum than that of
HMXBs with a cyclotron line.

In Figure 14(c), we compare the spectrum of 4U 1954+319
with those of some HMXBs, which have not shown a clear
CRSF: HMXB 4U 1909+07, 4U 2206+54, and 4U 0114+65.
The phase-averaged spectral shapes of these sources are quite
similar to that of 4U 1954+319. From a spectral view point, they
can be regarded as triplets. 4U 1909+07 is a HMXB with an OB
companion hosting a 604 s X-ray pulsar in a 4.4 day orbit. Its
pulse period is reported to show a random walk-like behavior
(Fürst et al. 2011a), which also resembles the period history of
4U 1954+319 and possibly suggests wind type accretion rather
than the stable accretion disk. The other two X-ray pulsars, 4U
2206+54 and 4U 0114+65, exhibit very long rotational periods
of ∼5500 s and ∼9700 s, respectively (Finley et al. 1992;
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Vela X-1はwind-fed accretionだった。 
X線光度Lxは~1036 erg s-1 

Disk-fed pulsarsも面白そうである。Lx~1038 erg s-1 明るい！



SMC X-1

• 「古典的」な降着駆動パルサーの中で、最大の光度 
Lx ~ 5×1038 erg s-1 
Mildly super-Eddington 
SMCにあるので、距離の誤差が小さい 

• パルス周期: 0.71 s  
• 軌道周期: 3.89 d 
• Super-orbital modulation : ~50 d  
円盤の歳差運動か？ 

• ULXパルサーとの関係？？？

2. Observation and Data Processing

In 2011–2012, Suzaku performed 10 monitoring observa-
tions (PI: Neilsen) of SMC X-1 for 11 months at various phases
of the orbital and super-orbital modulations, and each exposure
time was about 20ks. To indicate the epochs of the Suzaku
observations, we show a light curve of SMC X-1 obtained with
MAXI (Matsuoka et al. 2009) in Figure 1(a). In this paper, we
focus on the tenth (Obs. ID: 706030100; exposure time:
18.6 ks) of the total 10 observations as this only shows a
significant iron absorption line. The super-orbital modulation is
seen in the light curve; the observation was conducted on 2012
May 19 (MJD 56005) during rising from the dim phase of the
super-orbital modulation. The observation also corresponded to
an orbital phase of 0.5 (opposite of the eclipse), where we used
binary ephemeris of the orbital period Porb=3.89229090(43)
day and the epoch T0=55656.60 MJD (mid-eclipse), which
was determined by the MAXI light curve.

We reprocessed the data using HEASoft (v6.18; Arnaud
1996) and CalDB released on 2016 June 7. We used the data of
the X-ray Imaging Spectrometer (XIS, Koyama et al. 2007) on
board Suzaku; we analyzed data of XIS 0 and 1 as these two
were operated in the normal mode but XIS 3 was operated in
the timing mode, which might have degraded spectral
performance. To extract spectra, we accumulated the on-source
events within a circle of 2′radius and the background events
from a rectangle region next to the source region. Effects of
photon pileup on the spectral analysis were negligible; we
confirmed that results of the spectral analysis did not change
even though the central region where the pileup could be more
significant was removed. We applied resolution binning to the
extracted spectra so that each bin width became ∼60eV.
Figure 1(b) shows background-subtracted light curves in

three energy bands. These light curves show a short-term
variation, especially in low-energy bands. As shown in
Figure 1(b) (panel (iv)), the hardness increased as the count
rate decreased. This suggests that the large time variation in the
light curves are due to absorption. Since the light curve in the
highest band (5–10 keV), where we are interested in the iron K
lines, does not have large variability, we analyze a time-
averaged spectrum over the entire observation for this study to
have sufficient photon statistics. Indeed, we did not find any
significant spectral variability during the observation except for
the degree of the absorption at low energies.

3. Analysis and Results

We evaluated the combination of the emission and
absorption lines at 6.5 keV. We used XSPEC (v12.9.1;
Arnaud 1996) for this analysis. An energy range of 3–11 keV
was used since an energy band below 3keV is largely
contaminated by emission lines from the companion’s stellar
wind illuminated by the NS radiation.
First, we considered a continuum model that describes radiation

of the accretion column to which absorption by interstellar and
circumstellar media are applied. In the soft X-ray band, below
11 keV in this study, the X-ray radiation from the accretion
column is well described by a single power law with a typical
photon index of ∼1.0. Preliminarily, we fitted the continuum with
an XSPECmodel of constant∗phabs∗powerlaw. Results of
this fitting are shown in Figure 2(a). As seen in the plot of the
data-to-model ratio (the middle panel), we found line features
composed of a broad emission and a narrow absorption around
6.5keV in both the statistically independent spectra of XIS 0 and
1. The best-fit power-law index and the hydrogen column density
were 1.21±0.03 and (3.3± 0.3)×1022 cm−2, respectively. The
fit was not acceptable with the reduced chi-squared 1.452c =n
for the degree of freedom ν=234, which corresponds to a null
hypothesis probability of 8.2×10−6.
Then, we evaluated the line feature found in the spectrum. For

this purpose, the continuum model was modified by a broad
emission line and a narrow absorption line: constant∗phabs∗
{gabs∗powerlaw + Gaussian}. The absorption with a
Gaussian profile (gabs) is parameterized by the energy of the
line center, its width, and the line normalization (line strength).
Similarly, the emission line is parameterized by the line center, its
width, and the line flux. Among these parameters, we fixed the
line center of the broad emission line to 6.4 keV as the neutral
iron line. Alternatively, we tried a 6.7 keV line as He-like iron but
it did not fit to the line feature.

Figure 1. (a) Light curve of SMC X-1 obtained with MAXI in an energy range
of 2.0–20.0 keV between MJD 55635 and 55615. The arrows indicate the
10 observations with Suzaku, and this work analyzes the last red one. (b)
Background-subtracted light curves in the energy bands of (i) 0.6–2.0keV, (ii)
2.0–5.0keV, and (iii) 5.0–10.0keV and (iv) hardness ratio between
5.0–10.0keV and 0.6–2.0keV.
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赤方偏移した鉄吸収線の発見

• Redshift: 4000±1300 km s-1 
• 落下する降着円盤コロナに付随した高電離プラズマか？
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Discovery of an absorption line of highly ionized iron 

from luminous accreting pulsar SMC X-1 and its interpretation 
AUniv. of Tokyo, BTokyo Univ. of Science, CRIKEN 

H. OdakaA, M. KubotaBC, T. TamagawaBC, T. NakanoC 
 

 降着型パルサーは、1012ガウスよりも強い表面磁場をもつ中性子星が作る降着系であり、
極めて強い磁場の下で、物質が如何に振る舞うかを調べることができるユニークな物理実
験室である。近年、NuSTAR 衛星によって、超エディントン光度で輝く降着型パルサー 
(ULX pulsars) が複数確認され、強磁場中性子星への降着流の研究の重要性があらためて
認識された。我々は、「古典的な」X線パルサーの中で最も光度が高い SMC X-1 に着目し
た。この天体の X 線光度は 5 1038 erg s-1

で、エディントン光度をやや超えており、
ULX パルサーとの関連性が期待できる。
我々は SMC X-1 の「すざく」衛星の観測デ
ータを解析し、全 10回の観測のうち１つか
ら6.4 keVの広がった輝線と6.61 keVの吸
収線の組み合わせを発見した (Kubota et 
al., ApJL, 868, L26, 2018)。この吸収線は、
6.70 keV にある鉄のヘリウム様イオンの共
鳴線が約 4000 km s-1赤方偏移したものであ
ると解釈するのが自然である。この吸収線は
SMC X-1 の超軌道周期変動の立ち上がり時
に見えており、広がった降着円盤の表面付近
にある密度が低く高い電離度の円盤コロナ
に由来していると考えられる。本講演では、
データ解析結果および降着円盤コロナが吸
収線の起源であるという解釈について電離
度や吸収線の深さに基づいて議論する。 

図：すざく衛星による SMC X-1 の X線
スペクトル（上段）。黒はXIS 0、赤は
XIS 1。吸収線の位置に矢印を示した。中
段はべき関数によるフィットとの残差。
下段は鉄の輝線と吸収線の組み合わせを
モデルに追加した時の残差。 

Kubota, Odaka et al. 2018, ApJL, 868, L26

of Fe Heα that has a redshift of 4000 km s1300
1400 1

-
+ - , and an

underlying broadened emission line centered at 6.4 keV. The line
strength of this absorption line is 5.9 1.4

1.7
-
+ , suggesting that there is

a substantial amount of helium-like ions of iron ionized by the
NS’s intense radiation on the line of sight. The emission line
seems to come from neutral atoms or mildly ionized ions of iron
since the line center is consistent with a neutral iron line at
6.4 keV. In this section, we discuss the astrophysical origin of the
absorption line; though, the broadened emission line will be
investigated in a separate paper together with all other
observations.

The observational results give constraints on the conditions
of the absorber that creates the discovered line. The presence of
FeXXV and the absence of the higher ions, FeXXVI, limit the
ionization parameter ξ=LX/nR

2 between log 2.9 3.310 x = –
(Kallman & McCray 1982 and Kallman 2010), where LX, n,
and R denote the X-ray luminosity, the number density, and the
distance from the ionizing source, respectively. Assuming
LX=1×1038 erg s−1 and log 3.110 x = , the number density
should be
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Another constraint is given by the line optical depth:

N f f , 2H Fe lut s= ¢ ( )
where NH is the hydrogen column density, fFe=2.95×10−6

is the chemical abundance of iron relative to hydrogen in SMC
(Lodders 2003; Mucciarelli 2014), f′=0.5 is the ion fraction
of FeXXV among the all charge states of iron (Kallman &
McCray 1982 and Kallman 2010), and the cross section at the
line center is written by

r cf
E

2
1

, 3lu e lu�s p p=
D

( )

where re, flu, and ΔE are the classical electron radius, the
oscillator strength of the line transition, and the Doppler width
of the line, respectively (Rybicki & Lightman 1986).
The resonance transition has flu=0.72 (Kaastra et al. 1996)
and we determined the line width from fit result, ΔE=
6.6×10−2 keV. Then, Equation (2) gives NH=1. 4×
1023 cm−2. If we relate a characteristic size L of the absorber to
the distance to the NS as L=aR, we obtain
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The absorber should satisfy those conditions of the density given
by Equations (1) and (4), both of which are independently derived
from different aspects of the observation. Figure 3(a) shows these
conditions of the absorber in n–R space. If the absorption line is
saturated (see Section 3), regions above the density described by
Equation (4) are allowed, as shown in Figure 3(a).

The most probable origin of the absorber is a corona above
the accretion disk, or a so-called accretion disk corona (ADC).
Figure 3 shows a schematic picture of this scenario. This
picture of the ADC is supported by the fact that we have
observed the absorption line only in a single observation when
the NS is at a rising phase of the super-orbital modulation,
which can be interpreted as an egress of the disk occultation. It
was at this time that the corona was located in the line of sight,

and was able to display the absorption line. Although the nature
of the ADC is poorly understood, it may arise from the disk
surface that is illuminated and heated by the strong X-ray
radiation from the central accretion flow. Dense clumps at the
outer disk, in which the degree of ionization is low, should be
responsible for the absorption of the broadband X-rays
particularly at low energies, which we observed as short-term
dips in the light curves (Figure 1(b)). The redshift of
4000 km s1300

1400 1
-
+ - suggests that the corona moves inward to

the NS possibly together with the accretion disk. Based on the
rough estimation of Figure 3(a), the distance to the absorber
from the NS is smaller than ∼1011cm. Since the binary
separation is ∼2×1012cm, the line absorption seems to occur
at a corona above the inner region of the accretion disk.
We consider other possible scenarios. Naively, the absorp-

tion line would be generated by the stellar wind of the B-type
donor star. However, the absorption line should be blueshifted
since the wind always blows to the observer. Moreover, the
number density of the stellar wind is written as

n
M

R v m4
, 5wind

wind
2

wind pp m
=

˙
( )

where Mwind˙ is the mass-loss rate via the wind, vwind is the wind
velocity, μ is the averaged atomic mass number, and mp is the
proton mass. This gives nwind=4×109cm−3 by assuming
vwind=1500 km s−1, M M1 10 yrwind

6 1= ´ - -
:˙ , and R=

2×1012 cm. This number density is too small to meet the

Figure 3. (a) Constraints of the number density and the distance from the
source of the absorber that generates the Heα line of Fe XXV. The black and red
bands are determined by the degree of photoionization (Equation (1)) and the
line strength (Equation (4)). The orange region is also allowed if the absorption
line is saturated. (b) Schematic drawing of the geometry for the scenario of the
accretion disk corona.
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次に観測的に目指したいもの：偏光

• 強磁場中の散乱により、放射は強く偏光する 
• 自転とともに偏光の様子が変わるため、磁場のジオメトリや 
プラズマの状態など、様々な観測的制限が得られるはず。



Hitomi-SGDによるCrabの観測
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Fig. 17. Modulation curve of the Crab nebula observed with SGD. The data points shows the ratio of the observation data subtracted the background to

the unpolarized simulation data. The error bar size indicates their statistics errors. The red curve shows the sine curve function substituted the estimated

parameters by the log-likelihood fitting.
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Fig. 18. The polarization angle of the gamma-rays from the Crab nebula determined by SGD. The direction of the polarization angle is drawn on the X-ray

image of Crab with Chandra.
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Fig. 17. Modulation curve of the Crab nebula observed with SGD. The
data points show the ratio of the background-subtracted observation
data to the unpolarized simulation data. The error bar size indicates
their statistical errors. The red curve shows the sine curve function
substituting the estimated parameters by the log-likelihood fitting.

The Crab polarization observation results from other
instruments are listed in table 6. These instruments can
be divided into three types based on the material of the
scatterer. PoGO+ and the SGD employ carbon and silicon
for a scatterer, respectively, while the remaining instru-
ments employ CZT or germanium. The cross section of
the Compton scattering exceeds that of the photo absorp-
tion at around 20 keV for carbon, around 60 keV for sil-
icon, and above 150 keV for germanium and CZT, which
constrains the minimum energy range for each instrument.
Since the flux decreases with E−2, the effective maximum
energy for polarization measurements will be less than four
times the minimum energy. Therefore, PoGO+, SGD, and
the other instruments have more or less non-overlapping
energy ranges and are complementary. The PoGO+ team
has reported the polarization angle PA = 131.◦3 ± 6.◦8
and the polarization fraction PF =20.9% ± 5.0% for the
pulse-integrated period, and PA =137◦ ± 15◦ and PF =
17.4%+8.6%

−9.3% for the off-pulse period (Chauvin et al. 2017).
Our results are consistent with the PoGO+ results. On the

Fig. 18. Polarization angle of the gamma-rays from the Crab nebula
determined by SGD. The direction of the polarization angle is drawn on
the X-ray image of Crab with Chandra.

other hand, for the higher energy range, INTEGRAL IBIS,
SPI, and AstroSat CZTI have performed polarization obser-
vations of the Crab nebula in recent years, and reported
slightly higher polarization fractions than our results. Fur-
thermore, AstroSat CZTI reported varying polarization
fractions during the off-peak period (Vadawale et al. 2017).
However, we have not been able to verify those results
because of the extremely short observation time, which was
less than 1/18th of PoGO+, and less than 1/100th of the
higher-energy instrument. Despite such a short observation
time, the errors of our measurements are within a factor
of two of the other instruments. This result demonstrates
the effectiveness of the SGD design, such as the high mod-
ulation factor of the azimuthal angle dependence, highly
efficient instrument design, and low backgrounds. Extrap-
olating from this result, we expect that a 20 ks SGD obser-
vation can achieve statistical errors equivalent to PoGO+
and AstroSAT CZTI, and an 80 ks SGD observation could
perform phase-resolved polarization measurements with
similar errors.

Table 6. Crab polarization observation results.

Satellite/instruments Energy band Polarization Polarization Exposure Phase Supplement
angle [◦] fraction [%] time

PoGO+ (Balloon exp.) 20–160 keV 131.3 ± 6.8 20.9 ± 5.0 92 ks All Chauvin et al. (2017)
Hitomi/SGD 60–160 keV 110.7+13.2

−13.0 22.1 ± 10.6 5 ks All This work
AstroSat/CZTI 100–380 keV 143.5 ± 2.8 32.7 ± 5.8 800 ks All Vadawale et al. (2017)
INTEGRAL/SPI 130–440 keV 117 ± 9 28 ± 6 600 ks All Chauvin et al. (2013)
INTEGRAL/IBIS 200–800 keV 110 ± 11 47+19

−13 1200 ks All Forot et al. (2008)
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X線の偏光観測は不定性が大きく
難しかったが、最近、精度が向
上した観測例が増えつつある。 

X線偏光観測の幕開け



• いろいろ方法はありうるが、 
光電吸収型で半導体撮像検出器を検討中。 

• CubeSatで実現できないか？

硬X線偏光測定
 

( 1 ) 

 (3) 研究方法―４年間の計画で何をどこまで明らかにするのか 
課題(1) 半導体を用いた硬X線偏光計システムの開発 
 軟X線偏光計として主流のガス検出器を透過力の強い硬X線に対応させるには、数10 cm
もの厚さが必要となり撮像系と組み合わせることは現実的でない。固体はガスの1000倍も
の密度を持っているので、半導体ピクセル検出器で偏光計が実現できれば、0.1‒1 mmの厚
さで撮像集光系の焦点深度におさめながら十分な検出効率を達成できる。シリコンCCDを用
いた原理実証例はすでにあるが (Tsunemi et al. 1992) 、ガス検出器の場合とは逆に問題となる
のは、光電子の飛程が固体中では数‒数10 μmと非常に短くなり、解析感度が低くなること
である。したがって偏光情報を含む飛跡を捉えるためには微小なピクセルが要求される。 
 本研究では、性格の異なる２種類のCMOSセンサを用いて偏光計としての性能評価を行い、
解析手法の開発と実用的なセンサの設計を行う。ひとつは可視光用の2.5 μm程度の超微小
ピクセルCMOSセンサであり、もう一つは硬X線に特化したCMOSセンサで30 μm程度のピ
クセルサイズだが、数100 μmの厚い空乏層を持ち、X線検出効率が高い。なお可視光用の
センサでも検出効率が低いことを除けば、問題なくX線検出器として機能する。2019年度 
は、衛星搭載を想定したセンサの読み出しシステムを完成させ、SPring-8のシンクロトロン
放射光を用いて、100%直線偏光に対するピクセル応答と偏光検出能力を評価する。また、
実験室で使用できるブラッグ反射による100%偏光X線源を製作する。 
 2020年度以降にまず取り組むのは偏光計の精密シミュレーションである。我々が「ひと
み」衛星の硬X線撮像検出器で使った検出器シミュレータ (業績[2,3]) をもとに詳細な検出器
応答を取り入れる。ピクセル検出器の空間応答の理解は正確な偏光測定の鍵となるので、直
径数μmの微小ピンホールを用いて局所的な検出器応答を測定する。こうしてチューニング
されたシミュレータを用いて、天体偏光観測に必要なピクセル検出器の条件を製作の制約の
もとで最適化し、偏光計の設計を行う。そして、小型衛星ミッションの設計、撮像系の検討、
天体観測を見据えた実践的な撮像偏光解析アルゴリズムの開発を行う。 
課題(2) 降着流の３次元放射モデルの構築 
 2019年度は、我々が開発してきたモンテカルロ放射計算コード (図1右) を発展させ、より
正確な強磁場中の散乱プロセス (Mushtukov et al. 2016) を取り込む。これはコンプトン散乱と

 
図 1: (左) エネルギー帯別の X 線偏光観測の状況（測定原理と具体的計画名、観測のギャップの存
在）と本研究で狙うべきエネルギー帯域を示す。(右) モンテカルロ光子追跡計算による光路の可視
化。中性子星の磁極へ向かって落下する円筒状の降着流 (グリッドで表示) を真横から見ている。星
表面付近で熱的に生成する光子が複数回散乱されて高エネルギーのX線放射となる様子がわかる。 
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まとめと今後の展望
• 降着型パルサーの放射機構はよくわかっていないかったが、  
磁場による断面積の抑制を受けたthermal & bulk 
Compotonizationでよく説明できる。 

• 系の物理的理解のためには、（現象論的でなく）物理的な放射  
モデルを作って観測と比較することが大切である。 

• Super-Eddington pulsar SMC X-1から赤方偏移した鉄吸収線を
発見した。 

今後の展望 
• 磁場中の放射過程の精密化 
• 幅広いプロパティの天体に適用 
• 硬X線偏光測定の実現


